
Rødberg (NO) 
Smaken av Fjellen

“I sell my product without middlehands 
in Rødberg  ”

“Let´s get some locally produced cheese 
as well ”

“I fished so much today, I will smoke it 
and sell it in Rødberg ” 

“ On Sundays I like to bake the traditional 
knekkebrød so people can learn how to make it”

Geilo

Dagali

Uvdal

Rødberg

Nore

Veggli

Lampeland

Kongsberg

“ I have one hour until the car is charged, I will 
have lunch in the meantime...mmm...smoked 

renkorv”

“ It is so easy to send eggs throughout the whole 
valley with the Bumblebee”

“ We want to activate the town centre of 
Rødberg so that it becomes the node of 
a socially and economically productive 

territory.”
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“Look, There is something new in 
Rødberg !!!  Let´s go and spend the rainy 

day in The Market”

“ I think your brown cheese deserves a 
price. You are going to win this year´s 

Rødberg Food Festival”

Smaken av Fjellen
Something’s Cooking in Rødberg

1We had heard rumors in Oslo that something’s cooking in 
Rødberg, but what? Second home dwellers and tourists 
returning from Hardangervidda gossiped about great lunches, 
local groceries, flexible office space and workshops happening 
in the small town. Was it really only the Kiwi store that made 
Rødberg a popular stop? To find out more we take an electric 

car from the capital on a Friday afternoon in September, the year 2024. 
Travelling north on the FV40, there is a tinge of autumn in the yellow 
and orange colors of birches and ash trees on the mountain sides. The 
drive goes through a landscape of valleys, forests, rivers and fields. As 
we leave Kongsberg we are passed by a self-driving truck with the print 
“Smaken av Fjellen” on its side. 15 km to the south of our destination, in 
Nore, we drive pass one of the few remaining Stave Churches in Norway. 
Located on the slopes leading down to the water, visible from far away in 
the surrounding landscape the building is a historical monument to the 
power of architecture to build communities. 
 Exiting Nore the car makes a slow westbent curve, and once again 
the landscape opens up, as the long water mirror of “Rødbergdammen” 
appears in full view. On its northern banks, west of the hydropower 
plant Nore 1 is a two-floor building clad in dark wood shingles. Smoke 
from one of the pointy roof lanterns rise into a deep blue sky. West of 
this building is the former train garage, now “The Gate of Numedalen” 
or “Numedals Porten”, an info-point about upcoming events, actors, and 
projects in the region. We drive towards the bridge. Something’s cooking 
in Rodberg for sure, and we decide to check out what is happening in 
town. 
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Rødberg (NO) 
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Refilling
Activation of city centre by reprogramming of 
empty plots and buildings including cultural, 

commercial and apartments of different 
typologies.

Land-market
 New program that makes Rødberg an attractive 

destination involving all actors present in the 
territory: farmers, small productors, secondhome 

dewllers, and permanent inhabitants.

Public Landscape
New connections of different levels at main 
street creating a continuity of public spaces 

and possibility of moving along facades.  

Mobility
Slowed down traffic zone, new bus stop along 

main street, separate bike lane through city 
centre, parking with electric vehicle (ev) 

charging station, driverless ev transport system 
of goods .

Lampeland

Kongsberg

Leisure Park
New meeting places and activities along the 

waterfront that integrate the leissure park as part 
of the city centre and connects with the larger 

promenade around Rødbergdammen.

From Country Road to Main Street

2Before the car lands on the other side of the bridge the 
autopilot comes to a stop to let a group of kids cross the street. 
They are running along the Waterfront, a promenade with 
trees, benches, a plant nursery center called the “Drivhus” 
and a small sauna with a pier accessing the lake. On this side 
of the water the FV40 is the new main street of Rødberg, a 

traffic zone with slower speed and plenty of pedestrians. There are bike 
lanes on each side, sidewalks, and short time parking in the shade of ash 
trees. 
 We make a left after the bridge and park parallel to the street. 
After connecting our car to one of the electric charging stations, we stroll 
down the hill in the direction of the water with a sense that there is more 
than food cooking in Rødberg. To our left, the former vertical barriers 
between the road and the town shops have been bridged by a terraced 
landscape of steps, plant beds and places to sit. Two kids play on the 
extruded steps, as their parents watch them from above while having a 
coffee outside Risan’s café. Bicyclists pass by now and then, both locals 
on their way to the water, and commuters from nearby villages. 
 Across the street are the two new apartment buildings with 
views over the water. A woman exits the building on her way to the 
Work-Shop, the former Sentrum house turned into a “tradition and 
innovation research center” offering traditional and digital tools for 
rent. She lives in Oslo but extends her weekends in the mountain by 
working at a distance, taking advantage of the high-tech resources of 
the Work-Shop and the flexible office space in the ground floor of the 
building from where she just came. 
 A self-driving buss from Geilo pulls over on the buss station 
further down the street and an old couple exit dragging a shopping 
trolley. We cross the street just below the Work Shop. On the other 
side we step into a garden of the old train tracks, the soil between the 
slipers are now plant beds for regional flora. Flowers like Fjellsmelle and 
Rødsildre, herbs like Angelica and the green bracket Skogburkne grow 
in long parallel vectors from here to the end of the new park.
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Rødberg (NO) 
Smaken av Fjellen

From Country Road to Main Street Tradition + Innovation = Local Food Culture 

Roofscape
Lanterninas construction system based 
on Stave Churches traditional wooden 

shingles.

Six Production “Stuer”
Spaces for processing, preparation and 
production of local food and drinks.

Gourmet Spots
Spaces for eating and drinking local 

products.  

1. Brødstuen (Baking)
2. Vegetariske Stuen (Vegetarian cooking)
3. Bryggestuen (Beer Brewing)
4. Oststuen (Cheese Making)
5. Røykestuen (Smoking of Meat and Fish)
6. Køttstuen (Meat processing)
7. Stairs accessing to Waterfront level
8. Market stalls
9. Gourmet spots
10. Elevator
11. Entrance
12. Restaurant
13. Flexible space for meetings/events/office
14. Restrooms
15. Parking with electric chargers
16. Distribution truck loading station
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Market Stalls
Rentable and flexible modules for 

exhibiting and selling goods

Waterfront Level
Restaurant and terrace towards water. 

Logistic center and EV charging 
stations in the back. 

3We follow one of the garden tracks and enter the 
Landmarket building from the upper level on the north 
side. As we enter there is a gentle murmur of voices, the 
steady humming of a machine somewhere and the sound 
of cutlery. The air is thick with the smell of baked bread, 
smoked fish, spekkepølse and mashed malt. This is an 

open space with natural light flowing in from the roof lanterns of 
the six “stuer” - the production cabins of this interior landscape. 
To our immediate right is the Baking Cabin where a group of 
local neighbors are making a montly ration of soft flatbread, while 
selling coffee and sandwiches to anyone with an appetite. To the 
left is an ongoing workshop in the Green Cabin on how to make 
tofu flavored with Angelica Herb. Fish is being smoked in the 
Smoking Cabin diagonally from us, and two ladies are teaching 
their teenage sons how to make brunost in the Cheese Cabin on 
the far left. Holding a coffee and a freshly baked tunnbrød wrap we 
descend the stairs to the level of the waterfront, guided by the light 
from above and a panoramic view of Rødbergdammen and the 
mountains beyond. On the other side of the water we see another 
self-driving truck with the words “Smaken av Fjellen” entering the 
town the same way we came.
 Left of the stairs is the local restaurant. Guests sit in 
the afternoon sun at tables outside looking at people strolling, 
running, or playing along the waterfront. Passing a flexible space 
for meetings, events, and lectures in the southwest corner of the 
building, we take half a flight of stairs down to the garage level. 
We recognize one of the self-driving trucks as its being loaded 
with grocery bags and boxes marked “Rødberg Landmarket” via 
an elevator to the market floor. The woman pushing a hand truck 
explains that the vehicle is one of three delivering food products 
to a series of drop off points all over the Nore og Uvdal region. 
“We call them our Bumblebees” she says as she lifts the last bag 
into the vehicle, close the back door and adds, “because you could 
say they collect the nectar while helping to pollinate our region. 
Second home dwellers and remote inhabitants order food from 
the market, we load it all here and the bumblebees ship it to their 
cabins. On the return stretch, farmers, hunters, fishers and locals 
use the vechiles to send crops, meat, and dairy products to the 
market for processing. The Bumblebees are charged and served in 
this building but they belong to everyone, via the request of the 
“Smaken av Fjellen”-booking app.” 
 As the driverless vehicle backs out of the garage, we recieve 
a message that our own car is sufficiently charged, but we decide 
we are in no hurry to leave. It is not until much later, in the late 
evening, that we return to the car, now with grocery bags full of 
cured trout, flat bread, cheese, marmelades and six bottles of the 
local beer. We drive back to Oslo the same night, convinced not 
only that something’s cooking in Rødberg, but that it is a delicious 
and vibrant stew involving the entire region.
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Smaken av Fjellen
A recipe for future Rødberg
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We had heard rumors in Oslo that something’s cooking in Rødberg, but what? Second home 
dwellers and tourists returning from Hardangervidda gossiped about great lunches, local 
groceries, flexible office space and workshops happening in the small town. Was it really only 
the Kiwi store that made Rødberg a popular stop? To find out more we take an electric car 
from the capital on a Friday afternoon in September, the year 2024. 
 Travelling north on the FV40, there is a tinge of autumn in the yellow and orange 
colors of birches and ash trees on the mountain sides. The drive goes through a landscape of 
valleys, forests, rivers and fields. As we leave Kongsberg we are passed by a self-driving truck 
with the print “Smaken av Fjellen” on its side. 15 km to the south of our destination, in Nore, 
we drive pass one of the few remaining Stave Churches in Norway. Located on the slopes 
leading down to the water, visible from far away in the surrounding landscape the building is a 
historical monument to the power of architecture to build communities. Exiting Nore the car 
makes a slow westbent curve, and once again the landscape opens up, as the long water mirror 
of “Rødbergdammen” appears in full view. On its northern banks, west of the hydropower 
plant Nore 1 is a two-floor building clad in dark wood shingles. Smoke from one of the pointy 
roof lanterns rise into a blue sky. West of this building is the former train garage, now “The 
Gate of Numedalen” or “Numedals Porten”, an info-point about upcoming events, actors, and 
projects in the region. We drive towards the bridge. Something’s cooking in Rødberg for sure, 
and we decide to check out what is happening in town. 

1. Something’s Cooking in Rødberg

“There seems to be a lot of possibilities and ongoing projects 
in the Numedalen region. How can Rødberg be part of this?”

“1. Improving regional mobility in order to connect actors on a territorial level
2. Giving the main road a street character with a continuous public space
3. Activating the Leisure Park as a central meeting place attracting visitors.”
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Before the car lands on the other side of the bridge the autopilot comes to a stop to let a 
group of kids cross the street. They are running along the waterfront, a promenade with trees, 
benches, a plant nursery center called the “Drivhus” and a small sauna with a pier accessing the 
lake. On this side of the water the FV40 is the new main street of Rødberg, a traffic zone with 
slower speed and generous space for pedestrians. There are bike lanes on each side, sidewalks, 
and short time parking in the shade of ash trees. We make a left after the bridge and park 
parallel to the street. After connecting our car to one of the electric charging stations, we stroll 
down the hill in the direction of the water with a sense that there is more than food cooking 
in Rødberg. To our left, the former vertical barriers between the road and the town shops 
have been bridged by a terraced landscape of steps, plant beds and places to sit. Two kids play 
on the extruded steps, as their parents watch them from above while having a coffee outside 
Risan’s café. A man and his dog has stopped to conversate with a woman sitting two steps 
above the sidewalk. Bicyclists pass by now and then, both locals on their way to the water, and 
commuters from nearby villages. Wintertime this is a ski lane, a young boy on a skateboard 
informs us. 
 Across the street are the two new apartment buildings with views over the water. A 
woman exits the building on her way to the Work-Shop, the former Sentrum house turned 
into a “tradition and innovation research center” offering traditional and digital tools for 
rent. Showing us a 3d-printed prototype of a low energy cooling box, she explains that she 
is member of a startup company developing solutions for sustainable grocery distribution in 
the hinterland. She lives in Oslo but extends her weekends in the mountain by working at a 
distance, taking advantage of the high-tech resources of the Work-Shop and the flexible office 
space in the ground floor of the building from where she just came. 
 A self-driving buss from Geilo pulls over on the buss station further down the street 
and an old couple exit dragging a shopping trolley. We cross the street just below the Work 
Shop. On the other side we step into a garden of the old train tracks, the soil between the 
slipers are now plant beds for regional flora. Flowers like Fjellsmelle and Rødsildre, herbs like 
Angelica and the green bracket Skogburkne grow in long parallel vectors from here to the end 
of the new park.

2. From Road to Main Street

“Revitalizing the town centre through refitting or 
replacing existing buildings with new apartments, 
cultural venues, and co-working spaces.”

“Creating easy pedestrian access from the town center to the water 
along the Waterfront, that includes a new fish club and a small sauna 
and connects to the larger promenade around Rødbergdammen.”

“Activating the Leisure Park with a new food production program that makes 
Rodberg attractive as a destination, while enriching the social and economic 
life of the area. Rodberg becomes the node of this productive territory.”

2
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We follow one of the garden tracks and enter the Landmarket building from the upper level 
on the north side. As we enter there is a gentle murmur of voices, the steady humming of a 
machine somewhere and the sound of cutlery. The air is thick with the smell of baked bread, 
smoked fish, spekkepølse and mashed malt. This is an open space with natural light flowing 
in from the roof lanterns of the six “stuer” - the production cabins of this interior landscape. 
To our immediate right is the Baking Cabin where a group of local neighbors are making a 
montly ration of soft flatbread, while selling coffee and sandwiches to anyone with an appetite. 
To the left is an ongoing workshop in the Green Cabin on how to make tofu flavored with 
Angelica Herb. Fish is being smoked in the Smoking Cabin diagonally from us, and two 
ladies are teaching their teenage sons how to make brunost in the Cheese Cabin on the far 
left. In the Meat Cabin beef is cut, prepared and packed into boxes with the stamp “Rødberg 
Landmarket”. Between the cabins there are counters where local products and specialities are 
being sold in the weekends. Today a farmer from Uvdal sells sausages from one of the counters. 
 Holding a coffee and a freshly baked tunnbrød wrap we descend the stairs to the level 
of the waterfront, guided by the light from above and a panoramic view of Rødbergdammen 
and the mountains beyond. On the other side of the water we see another self-driving truck 
with the words “Smaken av Fjellen” entering the town the same way we came. Left of the stairs 
is the local restaurant “Fjellsmak”. Guests sit in the afternoon sun at tables outside looking at 
people strolling, running, or playing along the waterfront. Passing a flexible space for meetings, 
events, and lectures in the southwest corner of the building, we take half a flight of stairs down. 
“You’re almost there”, a restaurant waiter tells us as he passes by carrying a plate of reindeer 
meat served with potatoes and spruce branchlet jam. “Behind those doors is the new heart of 
the town”. 
 As we open the door and enter into what seems like an ordinary garage we are first 
disappointed. Then we recognize one of the self-driving trucks as its being loaded with grocery 
bags and boxes marked “Rødberg Landmarket” via an elevator to the market floor. The woman 
pushing a hand truck explains that the vehicle is one of three delivering food products to a 
series of drop off points all over the Nore og Uvdal region. “We call them our bumblebees” she 
says as she lifts the last bag into the vehicle, close the back door and adds, “because you could 
say they collect the nectar while helping to pollinate our region. Second home dwellers and 
remote inhabitants order food from the market, we load it all here and the bumblebees ship 
it to their cabins. On the return stretch, farmers, hunters, fishers and locals use the vechiles to 
send crops, meat, and dairy products to the market for processing. The bumblebees are charged 
and served in this building but they belong to everyone, via the request of the “Smaken av 
Fjellen”-booking app.” As the driverless vehicle backs out of the garage, we recieve a message 
that our own car is sufficiently charged, but we decide we are in no hurry to leave. It is not until 
much later, in the late evening, that we return to the car, now with grocery bags full of cured 
trout, flat bread, cheese, marmelades and six bottles of the local beer. Against the dark blue 
sky the mountains are black contours. The waterfront glimmers with street lights and the soft 
illumination of terraces and plant beds. In the fond some of the cabins inside the Landmarket 
are still lit. We drive back to Oslo the same night, convinced not only that something’s cooking 
in Rødberg, but that it is a delicious and vibrant stew involving the entire region.

3. Tradition + Innovation  = Local Food Culture 

Distributing LearningSelling EatingBuying ProcessingProducing
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